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’ INTRODUCTION

The human ether-a-go-go related gene (hERG) potassium is
one of the major critical components associated with QT interval
prolongation and development of arrhythmia called Torsades de
Pointes (TdP). When the corresponding hERG potassium chan-
nel is inhibited, a fatal disorder called long QT syndrome1�4

occurs. Chemical compounds are regularly screened for their
hERG toxicity early in the drug discovery process to avoid
potential cardiotoxic side effects that would remove a compound
from consideration. Therefore, development of robust, sound, and
expandable in silico models for predicting hERG potassium
channel affinity is high on the list of current computational
ADMET goals.

There are in vitro and in vivo bioassays, as well as high-
throughput screens, that are widely used to assess the propensity
of a compound to block the hERG potassium ion channel. The
evaluation of a small number of compounds using such experi-
mental methods is tractable. However, typically, there are several
thousand compounds that need to be accurately evaluated, and
these experimental methods become prohibitive in terms of both
cost and time. To accelerate the drug discovery process and
reduce overall costs, the development of reliable in silico hERG
models can help to focus the synthesis and testing of non-hERG
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ABSTRACT: The human ether-a-go-go related gene (hERG) potassium
ion channel plays a key role in cardiotoxicity and is therefore a key target as
part of preclinical drug discovery toxicity screening. The PubChem hERG
Bioassay data set, composed of 1668 compounds, was used to construct an in
silico screening model. The corresponding trial models were constructed
from a descriptor pool composed of 4D fingerprints (4D-FP) and traditional
2D and 3D VolSurf-like molecular descriptors. A final binary classification
model was constructed via a support vector machine (SVM). The resultant
model was then validated using the PubChem hERG Bioassay data set (AID
376) and an external hERG data set by evaluating the model's ability to
determine hERG blockers from nonblockers. The external data set (the test
set) consisted of 356 compounds collected from available literature data and
consisting of 287 actives and 69 inactives. Four different sampling protocols
and a 10-fold cross-correlation analysis—used in the validation process to evaluate classificationmodels—explored the impact of the
active�inactive data imbalance distribution of the PubChem high-throughput data set. Four different data sets were explored, and
the one employing Lipinski's rule-of-five coupled with measures of relative molecular lipophilicity performed the best in the 10-fold
cross-correlation validation of the training data set as well as overall prediction accuracy of the external test sets. The linear SVM
binary classification model building strategy was applied to different combinations of MOE (traditional 2D, “21/2D”, and 3D
VolSurf-like) and 4D-FP molecular descriptors to further explore and refine previously proposed key descriptors, identify new
significant features that contribute to the prediction of hERG toxicity, and construct the optimal SVM binary classification model
from a shrunken descriptor pool. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of the best model determined from 10-fold cross-
validation are 95, 90, and 96%, respectively; the overall accuracy is near 87% for the external set. Themodels constructed in this study
demonstrate the following: (i) robustness based upon performance in accuracy across the structural diversity of the training set, (ii)
ability to predict a compound's “predisposition” to block hERG ion channels, and (iii) define and illustrate structural features that
can be overlaid onto the chemical structures to aid in the 3D structure�activity interpretation of the hERG blocking effect.
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blocking compounds that are promising to the therapeutic end
point of interest. Many in silico hERG models, using QSAR
approaches, have been published to predict if a drug candidate
can block the hERG channel.5�8 Among the applied classifica-
tion methodologies9,10 are Bayesian,11 decision tree,12 random
forest,13 support vector machine (SVM),13�16 and partial least-
squares (PLS).13,17

SVMs employmachine-learningmethodologies that construct a
hyperplane (a virtual division between classes of compounds) in
high-dimensional space (amultitude ofmolecular descriptors) and
are typically used for classification, or regression fit, upon a system
of data. An advantage of SVMs is the ability to include an arbitrary
large set of molecular descriptors to train the projection function
(model) rather than imposing any type of limitation in the
selection of the descriptors. Thus, SVMs offer the most model-
building flexibility across all machine-learning methodologies.

In a previous paper, we reported a binary classification QSAR
model18 based on the genetic function approximation (GFA)
methodology19 that provides predictive performance for hERG
channel blockage better than that of other published classifica-
tion models.10,20�25 Initially, a continuous QSAR model for
hERG was constructed utilizing a collection of 250 compounds
from the open literature having accurate and validated IC50

values. The continuous QSARmodel was converted into a binary
classification model by applying a cutoff value to delineate active
and inactive compounds. The PubChem data set26 (AID 376)
was subsequently evaluated with the binary classification model
as an external test set.

A combination of high-quality experimental data for the
training set (IC50 biological end point values) and traditional
QSAR classification methodology can lead to in silico models
that achieve excellent predictive accuracy. To develop a better-
performing in silico model for the prediction of hERG channel
blockage, as compared to the previous GFA-based strategy
described above, SVM binary classification was considered in
the work reported here. It should be noted that the construction
of a broadly reliable SVM virtual screening model requires a large
number of compounds for the training set. Thus, in this study,
the hERG high-throughput PubChem (AID 376) data set that
was used as a test set in our previous study was employed as the
training set.

PubChem (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) is an open-
access repository for small molecules (chemical structures) and
experimental bioassay results (biological activities). It is pub-
lished and maintained by the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) Molecular Libraries Roadmap Initiative and was released
in 2004.27 The PubChem BioAssay database currently contains
more than 45 million biological activities for approximately
700 000 unique compounds. With the exponential growth of
PubChem's biological screening data, the need for computational
methodologies and strategies to mine, analyze, and employ this
information rich data source has become an important consid-
eration and goal of any computational and/or cheminformatics
study.28 In this particular study, the PubChem hERG bioassay
database (AID 376) contains 1953 compounds forming a biased
distribution of 250 active and 1703 inactive compounds and was
employed in constructing the hERG activity modeling.

Processing highly skewed (imbalanced) data sets that have
been extracted from large high-throughput databases is a sig-
nificant challenge in statistical analysis and model building and
has been the focus of many research articles.29,30 The imbalanced
data set problem for large binary end point data sets arises when

one of the classes (active or inactive) is significantly smaller than
the other class. In general, for most high-throughput data,
irrespective of the type of biological end point, the positive
samples (active compounds) are the minority class, and the
negative samples (inactive compounds) are the majority class.
The high imbalance problem becomes most acute when the goal
is to reliably identify a significant class of compounds that has
been sparsely sampled. The nature of imbalanced data sets often
precludes the use of traditional QSAR modeling methodologies
that rely on the selection of important molecular descriptors to
construct a predictive linear model over a continuous end point
range because the range is poorly sampled. Increasingly, scien-
tists are focusing on developing methods and protocols that
employ SVM methods31�33 and random sampling techniques34

to compensate for highly imbalanced data sets. However, apply-
ing these procedures to an imbalanced data set is not always
successful because the measure of success is often highly coupled
to fine-tuning the model creation parameters. Recently, Li et al.35

reported a new protocol to effectively and efficiently address this
imbalance problem and applied it to several PubChem high-
throughput data sets, most notably in the identification of
luciferase inhibitors. We initially applied the Li et al. strategy to
analyze AID 376. Unfortunately, this strategy failed to select an
appropriate set of samples to further develop a predictive model.
The work presented herein discusses the application of various
filtering methods to AID 376 that (i) devise the optimal filter
criteria and, then, (ii) construct predictive models for the
classification of potential hERG-blocking compounds. Addition-
ally, we have formulated our empirical strategies so that they can
be applied to other imbalanced sets of data. Specifically, binary
classification hERGmodels were constructed using a SVM36,37 to
predict if a compound will exhibit hERG channel blockage.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Sets. The training set has been derived from AID 376,26 which
initially contained 1953 compounds in which the biological end points
are represented as the percentage of hERG blockage from a high-
throughput screening. Compounds complexed with metal ions, structu-
rally ambiguous compounds (an SDfile entry with two or more
compounds), hERG activators, and compounds that are also present
in our external data set—culled from the literature—were removed from
the training set. A total of 1668 PubChem compounds remained and
consisted of 163 active and 1505 inactive compounds. The external test
set of 356 compounds was extracted from the literature (Song and
Clark,13 Yoshida et al.,38 Thai et al.,39 and Nisius et al.25) with biological
end points reported as 50% inhibition concentration values (IC50), as
determined from in vitro assay experiments, and referred to as the “50%
hERG blockage” end point. The range in the literature IC50 values of the
compounds is from 0.001 to 10 000 μM. The compounds of AID 376,
obtained as 2D molecular structures, along with the literature and in-
house library of potential hERG blocking compounds, were converted
into 3D structures using HyperChem 7.0.40 The resultant 3D structures
were then geometry optimized using HyperChem 7.0s MMþ force field
(based on the Allinger MM2 force field41).
Training Data Selection Criteria. Four different training data

sets were constructed by applying four different criteria to the remaining
1668 compounds from AID 376. The four data sets are as follows: (i)
1668 compounds, no filters; (ii) 1315 compounds that pass the
Lipinski's rule-of-five filter; (iii) 876 compounds that pass Lipinski's
rule-of-five filter and also a relative lipophilicity filter (logP; logarithm of
the octanol�water partition coefficient, P); and (iv) 1010 compounds
containing all of the active compounds and those inactive compounds
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that pass both the Lipinski's rule-of-five and the relative lipophilicity
filter. It is known that increasing the hydrophobicity of drugs also tends
to increase the hERG blocking effect and vice versa.13,24,38,42 The logP
constraint discarded active compounds whose logP values are less than
4.1 and inactive compounds with logP values greater than 2.8 to match
the average logP values of active and inactive compounds from our
previous binary classification GFA-QSAR model for hERG blockage
prediction.18 The application of the logP constraint led to the training
sets that are focused toward the physicochemical requirements of the
hERG receptor. These four training sets were used to build an array of
SVM models that explore a wide range of SVM parameters for the
prediction of hERG blockage. The optimal model was selected from the
ensemble of models and evaluated based on the G-means score.
SVM. The concept and implementation of SVM was proposed by

Vapnik and co-workers in 199536,37 and is a kernel-based supervised
machine-learning technique that is well-suited for the separation of
compounds into two classes based upon their biological end point
measures. In those cases where compounds can be separated by a direct
linear functionality (a plane), SVM constructs a hyperplane that
separates the two classes of molecules with a maximum margin
(distance between the two groups). For cases that are not linear
(nonlinearity), the SVM projects the feature vectors (molecular
descriptors) onto a high-dimension feature space, similar to a potential
energy landscape, and searches for an optimal linear hyperplane in the
multidimensional feature space to generate the separation. The SVM
model construction employs the traditional QSAR modeling training
and test set approach. The SVM is trained using a data set with known
classification (active or inactive in this study), and then, the resultant
trained model is applied to a data set that was not used to train the
model. This strategy provides an external approach to evaluate and
validate the SVM model's ability to classify “new” compounds.

In SVM, given a training set T = {(xi, yi)N}, where yi{þ1, �1}, the
binary classification problem is transformed into the identification of a
separation hyperplane with the biological end point a subspace, of
dimensionN-1, dividing the hyperplane into two halves derived from the
inputs (end points). For a linear classification model, the hyperplane is a
function of x, f(x) = (Æw 3 xæ þ b) > 0, such that

yi½f ðxÞ� ¼ yiðÆw 3 xæþ bÞ > 0 ð1Þ
where w is the weight vector, which is perpendicular to the hyperplane,
and b is the bias, a scalar value, that determines the offset of the hyperplane
from the origin. Overall, the hyperplane function can be expressed as:

f ðxÞ ¼ Æw 3 xæþ b ¼ 0 ð2Þ
the w and b are selected to maximize the margin, 2/ )w ), subject to

yi½ðw 3 xÞ þ b� g 1 ð3Þ
Through optimization, the SVM approach tries to define a unique
separating hyperplane that partitions the training set compounds (data)

with minimum error while maximizing the margin. By introducing a
Lagrangian multiplier, Ri, a unique and optimized solution can be
determined as follows:

w ¼ ∑
N

i¼ 1
Riyixi ð4Þ

and

L ¼ ∑
N

i¼ 1
Ri � 1

2 ∑
N

i, j¼ 1
RiRjyiyjxixj ð5Þ

The coefficients Ri are obtained by maximizing the Largrange variable, L,
subject to the constraints:

∑
N

i¼ 1
Riyi ¼ 0 and Ri > 0 ð6Þ

When the coefficientsRi are determined, the final hypothesis (model) is a
linear combination of the training data. The decision function is expressed
as follows:

sgn ∑
N

i¼ 1
yiRiÆxj 3 xæþ b

 !
ð7Þ

For nonlinear cases, the SVM can construct a hyperplane by mapping
the input vector to a higher dimensional space. Thus, assumingΦ(xi) is
the function mapping xi to a high-dimensional space, what is needed for
the training set (learning) and the test set (prediction) isΦ(xi) 3Φ(xj)
instead of the mapping functionΦ itself. Hence, the dot product in eq 7
can be replaced with a selected kernel function, K, to achieve a nonlinear
transformation and permitting eq 7 to be written as:

sgn ∑
N

i¼ 1
yiRiKðxi, xÞ þ b

 !
ð8Þ

A commonly used kernel function is the Gaussian radial basis function
(RBF) since it provides good overall performance. The RBF is for-
mulated as:

f ðu, vÞ ¼ expð � γ ) u� ν )2Þ ð9Þ
where γ is a constant and u and v are two independent variables.
Selection of γ greatly influences the amount of time needed to develop a
SVM model from the training set data in terms of optimizing the
performance and predictive ability of the SVM model.43 In this study,
optimal models were constructed with 10 different γ values: 2�15, 2�13,
2�11, 2�9, 2�7, 2�5, 2�3, 2�1, 21, and 23.
4D Fingerprints (4D-FPs). The theory and methodology of the

universal 4D-FP descriptors have been presented in previous works.44

The universal 4D-FPs are the eigenvalues of the molecular similarity
eigenvectors determined for a given molecule based on a set of absolute
molecular similarity main distance-dependent matrices (MDDM). The
eigenvectors contain molecular information including a molecule's atom
functional type, shape, and conformational flexibility. The atom func-
tional types used to represent a molecule are defined using eight
interaction pharmacophore elements (IPE) that are summarized in
Table 1. The IPEs were initially introduced in the first 4D-QSAR
paper.45 Construction of the 4D-FP descriptor matrix for the com-
pounds of the training set is determined by maximizing its information
content. For each training set compound, the 4D-FPs (eigenvalues) are
computed, and the number of eigenvalues in the IPE eigenvector of a
molecule is determined for each particular IPE pair (a, b). Eachmolecule
in the training data set is assigned nmax(a, b) eigenvalues based upon the
largest corresponding eigenvector in the training set for each IPE pair (a,
b). If the number of eigenvalues in an eigenvector of a particular
molecule is less than nmax(a, b), the missing value(s) is set to zero. Each

Table 1. Definitions of the Interaction Pharmacophore
Elements, IPEs, Currently Used in the 4D-FP Paradigm

IPE code IPE abbreviation IPE description

0 any all atoms in the moledule

1 np nonpolar atoms

2 pp polar (þ) atoms

3 pn polar (�) atoms

4 hba hydrogen bond acceptor atoms

5 hbd hydrogen bond donor atoms

6 aro aromatic atoms

7 hs nonhydrogen atoms
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member of the overall set of 4D-FP IPE (eigenvalues) is considered a
molecular descriptor when employed in QSARmodeling studies. A total
of 813 4D-FPs descriptors were used in this study including those from
all, NP, PP, PN, HBA, HBD, and HS IPE types as defined in Table 1.
Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) Descriptors.The

traditional 2D, 21/2D, and VolSurf-like molecular descriptors were
calculated as part of this study by MOE 2008.1046 for inclusion in the
trial descriptor pool. The 2D molecular descriptors are the numerical
properties evaluated from the connection tables representing a molecule
and include physical properties, subdivided surface areas, atom counts,
bond counts, Kier andHall connectivity and κ shape indices, adjacency and
distance matrix descriptors containing BCUT and GCUT descriptors,
pharmacophore feature descriptors, and partial charge descriptors (PEOE
descriptors). A 21/2D molecular descriptor is defined here as a 3D
molecular property represented as an individual (singular) numerical
value. In this case, the 21/2D molecular descriptors include measures of
the conformational potential energy and its components, molecular
surfaces, volumes and shapes, and conformation-dependent charge de-
scriptors. All of these descriptors are dependent on the conformation of the
molecule. In this study, there are 230 2D and 21/2Dmolecular descriptors.

The VolSurf descriptor set contains 76 molecular descriptors that are
alignment independent and also not strongly dependent on molecular
conformation. VolSurf-likemolecular descriptors are a class of molecular
descriptors that represent 3D molecular properties as a single numerical
value. The compound is placed in a grid (with the exception of four
VolSurf descriptors), a hydrophobic (dry) and hydrophilic (wet) probe
visits each grid point, and the interaction energy between the probe and
the compound is calculated. The grid points within an interaction energy
range are considered an iso-contour (iso-surface), and the volume is
calculated. The calculated volumes and combinations of interaction
energies and volumes are used as molecular descriptors. The four
nongrid VolSurf descriptors measure the molecular volume, surface
area, globularity, and rugosity.
Model Evaluation. To evaluate the predictive performance of the

SVM models, classification accuracy (total percentage correctly pre-
dicted), sensitivity (also referred to as recall or the true-positive rate is
the percentage of active compounds correctly predicted), and specificity
(also known as the false-positive rate is the percentage of inactive
compounds correctly predicted) are defined as follows:

accuracy ¼ tpþ tn
tpþ fnþ tnþ fp

ð10Þ

sensitivity ¼ tp
tpþ fn

ð11Þ

specificity ¼ tn
tnþ fp

ð12Þ

In eqs 9�11, tp is the number of true positives (active compounds
that are correctly predicted), fn is the number of false negatives (active
compounds that are incorrectly predicted to be inactive), tn is the
number of true negative (inactive compounds that are correctly pre-
dicted), and fp is the number of false positive (inactive compounds that
are incorrectly predicted to be active). Sensitivity and specificity are
good individual measures, with respect to activity and inactivity, of a
model's ability to correctly classify the compounds of the training and
test sets. Combining sensitivity and specificity into a single numerical
value via the geometric mean (G-mean) function provides a simple
measure that indicates the extent to which a model is able to correctly
predict the classification of both active and inactive compounds, as well
as a convenient metric to quickly select optimal models. The G-mean
value is defined as follows:

G-mean ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sensitivity � specificity

p ð13Þ

A good hERG prediction (classification) model should minimize the
possibility of misclassifying both active and inactive compounds. There-
fore, the G-mean value has been selected as a criterion to emphasize the
joint performance of sensitivity and specificity.
10-Fold Cross-Validation. The pruned AID 376 data set was

randomly partitioned into 10 equal subsets. One of the 10 subsets was
retained as the test set to validate the model. The remaining nine subsets
were collectively used as the training set to construct models using the
LIBSVM tool.47 This procedure was repeated 10 times systematically
using each of the 10 subsets as a unique test set. The results from the set
of 10 10-fold cross-validations were then combined into a single model
representation.
Additional Sampling Methods Considered for Selecting

Training Sets. Li et al.35 utilized the granular SVM; the repetitive
under sampling (GSVM-RU) method48 was applied to 147 324 lucifer-
ase inhibitors from a set of PubChem bioassays (AID, 773; AID, 1006;
and AID, 1379) to overcome the data set's imbalance. The GSVM-RU
method iteratively selects a subset of the majority classification set (the
inactive) while retaining all of the members of the minority classification
set (the active compounds of the training set). The GSVM-RU method,
in its iterative mode, extracts the important compounds (those that
provide a significant contribution to the model) from the data set. In
each iterative round, the important inactive compounds, the support
vectors (SVs), are removed from the data set of the previous round. The
remaining smaller data set is then used to construct a new SVM model
and to identify the important inactive compounds for the next round.
Finally, all of the deleted inactive SVs from the previous iterative rounds
are combined with all of the active compounds to define the training set
for building the final SVM model.

Guha and Sch€urer developed a data sampling protocol to treat
imbalanced data sets and applied it to 775 compounds from the PubChem
bioassays (AID, 364; AID, 463; and AID, 464), 1334 compounds in a
human T-cell proliferation data set from NCGC and 103 041 animal
toxicitymeasures from theMDL toxicity database.34The ratios of active to
inactive compounds are 1:2, 1:12, and 1:25 for PubChem, NCGC, and
MDL data sets, respectively. In this protocol, the active compounds of a
data set are randomly divided into two classes; 80% of the active
compounds (underrepresented) are placed in the training set, and the
remaining 20% of the active compounds are assigned to the test set.
Inactive compounds (overrepresented) are distributed in a similar fashion
to the training and test sets. The composition of the training set is
completed by randomly selecting inactive compounds until the number of
inactive compounds, added to the training set, equals the number of active
compounds. The random creation of a balanced training set (equal
number of active and inactive compounds), and the correspondingly
ratio-preserving test set is repetitively performed (30 times as reported by
Guha and Sch€urer) to ensure that the inactive compounds are adequately
sampled. Finally, the consensus predictions for the ensemble of (30)
training-test set collections are analyzed together. The reported protocols
used to treat imbalanced data sets, as described above, were considered in
this work to develop balanced training sets of non-hERG blockers as
inactives and hERG blockers as actives.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four different training data sets were constructed by applying
four different criteria to the resultant 1668 compounds of
PubChem's hERG bioassay data set along with two other data
sets; one constructed in a similar fashion as Li et al.35 and the
other in a similar fashion as Guha and Sch€urer.34 The four data
sets formed from applying the different criteria resulted in (i) the
raw data set of 1505 actives and 163 inactives (1668 total
compounds) with no filters applied; (ii) 105 actives and 1210
inactives [1315] compounds that pass the Lipinski's rule-of-five
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filter; (iii) 29 actives and 847 inactives [876 compounds] that
pass both the Lipinski's rule-of-five filter and the logP filter; and
(iv) 1010 compounds in which all 163 actives are retained but
only the 847 inactives that pass both the Lipinski's rule-of-five
and the logP filter are used. The effect of applying filter(s) is
characterized by comparing the overall molecular similarities of
each filtered [reduced] data set with the raw PubChem training
set. The average molecular similarities, using the 4D-molecular
similarity (4D-MS) paradigm,45 for the four training sets were
used to explore and characterize the molecular similarity between
the active and the inactive compounds within a data set. The
resultant molecular similarity findings are reported in Table 2.
The optimal SVMmodels from each data set are discussed below.
SVM Model Building Using the Raw Training Set. The

complete PubChem bioassay training set (the raw training set;
referred to as data set 1) contains 163 hERG blocking com-
pounds and 1505 hERG inactive compounds resulting in a ratio
of 1:9, actives to inactives. The best raw training set model was
selected based on the G-mean metric. The G-mean of the raw
training set for the 10-fold cross-validation using a SVMwas 71%
along with an accuracy of 69%. This imbalanced data set, with
respect to the greater number of inactive compounds, might bias
the determination of the SVM hyperplane and, thereby, corre-
spondingly adversely affect classification behavior. This reason-
ing is consistent with the underlying SVM algorithm that tries to
“disentangle” the two classes of compounds by maximizing their
distances of separation on the hyperplane.
SVM Model Building by Adopting the Lipinski Rule-of-

Five Filter. As part of the exploration for treating imbalanced
data sets, the Lipinski's rule-of-five filter was applied to the
PubChem raw training set. A total of 1315 compounds—
composed of 105 hERG blockers and 1210 hERG nonblockers
—successfully passed through the Lipinski's rule-of-five filter to
form data set 2. The overall predicted accuracy, using 10-fold
cross-validation for the selected best hERG classification SVM
model, is 77% with a G-mean of 73%. Among the 105 hERG
blockers, 72 were correctly predicted, while 940 of the 1210 non-
hERG blocking compounds were successfully classified.

When applying the Lipinski's rule-of-five constraints to the raw
training set, creating data set 2, the average 4D-MS similarity
across all IPE types among members of data set 2 increases only
0.03 when compared to the molecular similarity for data set 1.
Presumably since the molecular similarity is not significantly
different between data set 1 and data set 2, the SVM protocol
cannot create a significantly better hyperplane for one data set as
compared to the other. Therefore, the overall accuracy of the
resultant model only increases slightly for data set 2 (77%)
relative to data set 1 (69%).
SVM Model Building by Adopting the logP Filter. A logP

filtering constraint, suggested from our previous hERG blocking
GFAmodeling18 was applied to data set 2 following the Lipinski's
rule-of-five filter. This resulted in a set of 876 compounds
designated as data set 3 that contains 29 active and 847 inactive
compounds. The three best-performing SVM models derived
from data set 3 are listed in Table 3 and ranked by their G-mean
values. The five columns report the accuracy, sensitivity, speci-
ficity, G-mean, and γ values, respectively. The best SVM model
constructed by this protocol achieved 95% accuracy for the 10-
fold cross-validation with a G-mean of 91%. Although the tenth
model in Table 3 returned a higher accuracy than the other
models, the sensitivity of the defined best model is greater than
that of the tenth model.
The best SVMmodel, constructed using data set 3, was used to

virtually screen the literature data set serving as a test set. An IC50

cutoff value of 10 μMwas adopted to divide the test set into two
classes: actives and inactives. The resulting accuracy and G-mean
values for this test set are 69 and 66%, respectively. Increasing the
active/inactive cutoff value to 40 μM improved the hERG
blockage predictions and resulted in an overall accuracy of 75%
and a G-mean value of 76%. Furthermore, the 40 μM IC50 cutoff
value, when applied to the literature test set, leads to a better
predictive model than for other cutoff values. This finding
demonstrates that the best SVM model built from data set 3 is
reliable and robust for classifying the hERG toxicity of druglike
compounds. The removal of “noisy compounds” from the
imbalanced training set, by employing the physical property logP
filter in addition to the Lipinksi's rule-of-five filter, effectively
“cleans” the data sets and correspondingly increases the classi-
fication performance of the models, especially when employing
SVM strategies.
The 4D-FP molecular similarity measures across all IPE types

increase slightly, 0.07 (0.05 on average), for the active and
inactive compounds, respectively, as compared to data set 1
(raw training set) and data set 3. Thus, applying this filter to
condense the training set still preserves the overall molecular
character found in the raw training set. Figure 1 provides the
frequency distributions of the active compounds in data set 1
(blue line) and the active compounds in data set 3 (red line) for
two 2D and one 21/2D MOE descriptors, namely, IC (atom
information content), chi0 (atomic connectivity index), and ASA

Table 2. Average Molecular Similarity for Each of the Same
Type of IPE Pairs Based on 4D-Molecular Similarity for the
Four Different Data Sets of This Study

data set

IPE type 1 2 3 4

any�any active 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.71

inactive 0.66 0.69 0.70 0.70

np�np active 0.60 0.63 0.70 0.60

inactive 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.56

pp�pp active 0.28 0.28 0.38 0.28

inactive 0.31 0.34 0.38 0.38

pn�pn active 0.45 0.49 0.48 0.45

inactive 0.47 0.52 0.54 0.54

hba�hba active 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.41

inactive 0.46 0.51 0.53 0.53

hbd�hbd active 0.37 0.37 0.46 0.37

inactive 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.36

hs�hs active 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.73

inactive 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.69

Table 3. Performance of SVM Models for the Training Set
Adopting the logP and Lipinski's Rule-of-Five Constraints
from Different r Parameters

accuracy (%) sensitivity (%) specificity (%) G-mean (%) γ

95.1 86.2 95.4 90.7 2�15

97.4 82.8 97.9 90.0 2�11

95.1 82.8 95.5 88.9 2�13
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(water accessible surface area). These three molecular descrip-
tors have similar distributions for both data set 1 and data set 3.
By filtering the active compounds using the logP and Lipinski's
rule-of-five constraints, the original raw training set distribution is
retained, but a majority of outliers are removed, which improves
the ability of the classification SVM model. The outliers are
compounds that can be considered noisy end points from the
high-throughput data set and/or the compounds that have
significantly different structural features.
SVM Model Building by Keeping All Active Compounds.

As indicated in previous reports,35 an obvious strategy for
handling an imbalanced training data set problem is to find a
way to adjust the proportion of the active-to-inactive samples to
approach 1:1. Therefore, data set 4 was constructed, containing

1010 compounds andwas composed of all 163 active compounds
(hERG blockers) and 847 inactive compounds that passed
Lipinski's rule-of-five (filter for data set 2) and the logP constraint
(filter for data set 3). This combination of filters reduced the ratio
of active-to-inactive compounds to 1:5 from an original ration of
1:9. Unexpectedly, the performance of the model from this
training set was not greater than that using themodel constructed
with data set 3. The best data set 4 training set SVMmodel has an
accuracy of 88% with a G-mean value of 85% for the training data
set. The overall performance of the data set 4 training set is
inferior to that of data set 3. The predicted accuracy and G-mean
for the literature test set are 84 and 53%, respectively, when using
an active/inactive cutoff value of 40 μM. On the basis of the
evaluation of the best SVMmodel constructed from data set 4, it
can be concluded that this model is not as resilient when
compared to the other SVM models. In particular, the model
from data set 4 has a markedly low specificity (ability to correctly
predict nonactive compounds) for the literature test set.
Retaining all of the active compounds in data set 4 negatively

biases the SVM optimization of the hyperplane and resulted in
decreasing the hERG classification accuracy. These findings
show that blindly reducing the ratio of active and inactive
compounds, such as keeping all of the minority compounds as
suggested in the literature,35 is a debatable strategy for the
construction of classification models. On the basis of the findings
presented above, the appropriate strategy is to remove asmany of
the noisy features (compounds) from the data set through the
careful inspection of the relevant properties within the data set.
Application of Two Sampling Methods for Treating

“Imbalanced” Data Sets. The GSVM-RU methodology was
applied to the pruned PubChemhERGdata set of 1505 inactive and
163 active compounds in an attempt to construct a reduced data set.
However, after 13 iterations of removing important support
vectors (compounds), all of the inactive compounds were
excluded, and this sampling strategy failed. In Li et al.'s study,35

all active compounds were reserved and applied the GSVM-RU
protocol to screen an extensive data set containing 146 934
inactive compounds. After 67 iterations, their training set con-
tained 358 inactive compounds and 390 active compounds.
On the basis of this limited analysis, we can ascertain that the
GSVM-RUmethodology is most appropriate for treating extremely
large and imbalanced data sets. Additionally, GSVM-RUmay not
have the separation robustness required for the application to
relatively small and imbalanced data sets and is thus not suitable
for use in this particular study.
Guha and Sch€urer's protocol was also applied in this study to

the 1668 compound hERG data set to build 30 classification
SVM hERG models. Again, the training set contains 130 active
and 1538 inactive compounds. For the 30 proportionally equal
training sets, the classification SVM models' have an average
accuracy of 70% with a G-mean value of 70%. For the 338
compound test set, which contains 33 active compounds and 305
inactive compounds, the average overall accuracy predicted by
the 30 SVM models reduces to 65% and a G-mean value of 71%
for the test sets.
Overall, the GSVM-RU protocol is found not to be applicable

for the hERG data of this study, and the Guha and Sch€urer's
protocol yields models of lower accuracy and G-mean values
when compared to our SVM model constructed using all active
and inactive compounds. Thus, these findings indicate that
protocols that construct both proportionally equal training sets
and ratio-preserving test sets (resampling) may not produce

Figure 1. Frequency distribution plots for the (A) a_IC, (B) chi0, and
(C) ASA descriptors of active compounds. The blue and red lines
represent the frequencies of the active compounds in data set 1 and data
set 3, respectively.
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significant improvement for the classification of hERG blocking
compounds.
Characterization of the Contributions of Molecular

Descriptors to the Classification Models. Three trial descrip-
tor pools previously employed in building linear hERG blockage
classification models18 were employed to classify test set com-
pounds using the SVM models. The three trial descriptor pools
are as follows: (i) 4D-FPs, (ii) the MOE molecular descriptors
(traditional and VolSurf-like), and (iii) the combined sets of
4D-FPs and MOE descriptors. Because data set 3 resulted in the
optimal SVM model for the classification of the training set
compounds, this model was also used to evaluate the hERG
classification models derived from these three unique descriptor
pools.
Table 4 contains the training set predictions for binary classifica-

tion SVMmodels constructed using data set 3 when the descriptor
pool is only composed 4D-FPs. The top five hERG classification
models from the training set are ranked by theirG-mean values, and
the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, andG-means values are listed in
the first four columns, while the last four columns provide these
samemeasures for the test set. For the best SVMmodel, the overall
accuracy is near 95%, with a sensitivity value of 79%, a specificity
value of 95%, and a G-mean value of 87%. Moreover, the G-mean
value for the top five models constructed from the 4D-FPs
descriptors ranges from 86 to 87%. The predicted accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity values for the test set using the top five
models range from 63 to 83%, 57 to 90%, and 55 to 90%,
respectively, while the G-mean values are nearly constant ranging
between 70 and 73%. These findings show that the SVM models
constructed using only 4D-FPs provide very good performance for
both the training and the test sets.
The identical performance evaluation to that done for the

4D-FPs, and described above, was carried out for only the MOE

molecular descriptors; the results are presented in Table 5.
Interestingly, the classification power of the best SVM model,
based on G-mean values, achieves an accuracy of 99% (precisely
98.7%). However, only 26 out of the 287 active compounds in
the test set are correctly classified by the best SVMmodel despite
the model's ability to correctly classify inactive test set com-
pounds (non-hERG blockers) with a specificity value of 99%.
Furthermore, all top five SVM models built from only the MOE
descriptors performed poorly when classifying active (hERG
blocking) compounds in the test set with sensitivity values
between 9 and 21%. This is a stark contrast to the sensitivity
value for the training set model of 90%. These same top five
models were all very good at classifying inactive compounds in
the test set returning specificity values between 96 and 99%. The
incongruity between the ability of the MOE-based SVM model
to correctly predict training set active compounds while incor-
rectly classifying active compounds in the test set is a clear
indication of data overfitting. That is, the model is made to
correctly fit the training set but loses general predictive ability
and performs poorly on nontraining set data. From this analysis,
it appears that the MOE molecular descriptors of the SVM
models make a vital contribution to correctly identifying inactive
compounds, but they play a marginal role in capturing molecular
features important to active compounds. This is an interesting
conundrum because the MOE molecular descriptors were found
to play an essential role in the development of successful hERG
GFA classification models.
The 4D-FPs provide significant novel fitting data to the SVM

methodology that is used to optimize the separation of a hyper-
plane that
(a) effectively divides the hERGdata set into definitive classes and
(b) introduces structural sensitivity to the SVM models for

both active and inactive hERG compounds. Combining

Table 4. Prediction Performance Measures from the Top Five Training Set SVM Models Determined Only Using 4D-FP
Descriptorsa

training set percentage (number correct/total number) test set (40 μM) percentage (number correct/total number)

accuracy sensitivity specificity G-mean accuracy sensitivity specificity G-mean

95 (831/876) 79 (23/29) 95 (808/847) 87.0 65 (231/365) 60 (172/287) 86 (59/69) 71.6

95 (829/876) 79 (23/29) 95 (806/847) 86.9 66 (233/356) 60 (173/287) 87 (60/69) 72.4

94 (826/876) 79 (23/29) 95 (803/847) 86.7 63 (224/356) 57 (162/287) 90 (62/69) 71.2

94 (825/876) 79 (23/29) 95 (802/847) 86.7 67 (237/356) 62 (178/287)) 86 (59/69) 72.8

89 (781/876) 83 (24/29) 89 (757/847) 86.0 83 (296/356) 90 (258/287) 55 (38/69) 70.4
aThe models are ranked using the G-mean metric and have been evaluated using data set 3.

Table 5. Prediction Performance Measures from the Top Five Training Set SVM Models Determined Only Using MOE
Descriptorsa

training set percentage (number correct/total number) test set (40 μM) percentage (number correct/total number)

accuracy sensitivity specificity G-mean accuracy sensitivity specificity G-mean

99 (865/876) 90 (26/29) 99 (839/847) 94.2 26 (94/356) 9 (26/287) 99 (68/69) 29.9

98 (862/876) 90 (26/29) 99 (836/847) 94.1 28 (98/356) 11 (30/287) 99 (68/69) 32.1

96 (843/876) 90 (26/29) 97 (817/847) 93.0 31 (111/356) 16 (45/287) 96 (66/69) 38.7

96 (840/876) 90 (26/29) 96 (814/847) 92.8 32 (115/356) 16 (47/287) 99 (68/69) 40.2

95 (834/876) 90 (26/29) 95 (808/847) 92.5 36 (128/356) 21 (61/287) 97 (67/69) 45.4
aThe models are ranked using the G-mean metric and have been evaluated using data set 3.
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the 4D-FPs and MOE molecular descriptors resulted in
an enhancement in the classification accuracy across a
wider range of structural diverse compounds than is
achieved using only single class of descriptors.

The 10-fold cross-validation protocol yields accuracy, sensi-
tivity, specificity, and G-mean values for data set 3 of 95, 86, 95,
and 91%, respectively. Corresponding test set accuracy, sensitiv-
ity, specificity, and G-mean values are, respectively, 75, 74, 78,
and 76%. This is yet another indicator that the SVM models
constructed using the combined 4D-FPs and MOE molecular
descriptor pools for data set 3 provide the optimal binary
classification model. The marriage of the molecular mechanics-
based 3D molecular descriptors (4D-FPs) and the 2D and 21/
2D molecular descriptors forms a trial descriptor pool yielding
excellent binary classification models.
Extraction of Features from Linear SVM Model for

Descriptor Reduction. Two procedures were adopted to identify
the effective model features (molecular properties) and reduce the
large descriptor set during SVMmodel construction: (i) linear SVM
modeling and (ii) the independent variable deletionmethod. Linear
SVM modeling deduces the important molecular descriptors by
using linear combinations of the descriptors during classification of

the samples (compounds). Applying the linear SVM procedure to
data set 3, with the trial descriptor pool containing both the 4D-FPs
and theMOEmolecular descriptors, led to 29 significant descriptors
being identified. This set of 29 significant descriptors contains 19
4D-FP descriptors: one [all, NP], one [all, PP], three [HS, HS],
three [HS, NP], one [NP, HBA], one [NP, HBD], five [NP, NP],
and four [NP, PP] in terms of IPE types. The significant 2D and 21/
2Dmolecular descriptors are as follows: b_ar, reactive, a_nCl, a_nS,
logP(o/w), lip_violation, a_base, vsa_base, logP_VSA6, and
PEOE_VSA-0. Descriptions of the 29 significant molecular de-
scriptors are given in Table 6.
To build linear combinations of relevant descriptors, the 19

significant 4D-FP descriptors were expanded to include all
eigenvalues (4D-FP) for the corresponding IPE pair types.
PEOE_VSA-0 and logP_VSA6 were extended to include the
set of 14 subdivided PEOE_VSA descriptors (from �6 to þ6)
and 10 subdivided logP_VSA (from 0 to 9) molecular descrip-
tors. This was done because the respective “sister” descriptors
measure similar molecular properties as the 29 identified sig-
nificant descriptors, and thus, there is the possibility that they may
contain correlated and important information that will contri-
bute to the classification model. The resulting set of 18 linear

Table 6. Twenty-Nine Most Significant Molecular Descriptors Extracted from the Linear SVM Model

descriptor symbols description of the descriptors

εx (all, NP) (x = 28) pairs of all and nonpolar IPE atom types that are, on average, more than 20 Å

apart within the compound

εx (all, PP) (x = 14) pairs of all and polar positive IPE atoms types that are, on average, more than 12 Å

apart within the compound

εx (HS, HS) (x = 3, 22, 23) pairs of nonhydrogen and all nonhydrogen IPE atoms types that are, on average,

4�6 Å (x = 3) and greater than 20 Å (x = 22, 23) apart within the compound

εx (HS, NP) (x = 31, 34, 35) pairs of nonhydrogen and nonpolar IPE atom types that are, on average, more than

20 Å apart within the compound

εx (NP, HBA) (x = 1) pairs of nonpolar and hydrogen bond acceptor IPE atom types that are 3�4 Å

apart within the compound

εx (NP, HBD) (x = 4) pairs of nonhydrogen and all hydrogen bond donor IPE atoms types that are, on average,

5�7 Å apart within the compound

εx (NP, NP) (x = 28, 34, 39, 41, 60) pairs of nonpolar and nonpolar IPE atom types that are, on average, more than 20

Å apart within the compound

εx (NP, PP) (x = 10, 12, 13, 14) pairs of nonpolar and nonpolar IPE atom types that are 12�15 Å apart within the compound

b_ar number of aromatic bonds within a compound

reactive indicator of the presence of reactive groups; a nonzero value indicates that the

compound contains a reactive group

a_nCl number of chlorine atoms

a_nS number of sulfur atoms

logP(o/w) Log of the octanol/water partition coefficient

lip_violation number of violations of Lipinski's rule-of-five

a_base number of basic atoms

vsa_base approximation to the sum of VDW surface areas of basic atoms (Å2)

logP_VSAX (X = 0, 1, 2, ..., 9) sum of the approximate accessible van der Waals surface area over all atoms i where

the logP(o/w) value for atom i is in the specified range of SlogP values;51 for example,

the SlogP value of logP_VSA6 is defined in (0.20, 0.25]

PEOE_VSAX (X = þ6, þ5, þ4, ..., þ0, �0,

�1, �2, ..., �6)

sum of the approximate accessible van der Waals surface area over all atoms i where

the logP(o/w) value for atom

i is in the specified range of PEOE (the partial equalization of orbital

electronegativities method for calculating

atomic partial charges) values;52 for example, the PEOE value of PEOE_VSA-0 is defined in [-0.05, 0.00)
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combinations of 51molecular descriptors was used to construct a
nonlinear SVM model. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and
G-mean for this model applied to the training set are 96, 90, 96,
and 93%, respectively, and 74, 73, 75, and 74%, respectively, for
the test set.
Interestingly, the classifying performance for the training and

test sets for this nonlinear SVM model is roughly equivalent to
the best SVM model constructed using the combined 4D-FPs
and MOE molecular descriptors for data set 3. It can be
interpreted that the 51 molecular descriptors capture the im-
portant information needed to classify whether or not a com-
pound will potentially block the hERG channel and be termed
cardiotoxic. To keep the molecular descriptor pools distinct
within these discussions, the linear combination descriptors have
been titled Linear MOE and Linear 4D-FPs.
The significant molecular descriptors have been classified

according to their weighted contributions to the linear SVM
model. The weight of each molecular descriptor in the linear
SVMmodel indicates the contribution that the descriptor makes
in the classification of molecules with respect to hERG toxicity. A
positive weight (coefficient) for a molecular descriptor increases
its contribution to the classification model and thus increases a
compound's predicted hERG cardiotoxicity. Conversely, a nega-
tive weight decreases the descriptor's overall contribution to the
classification model and correspondingly decreases a com-
pound's predicted cardiotoxicity. Overall, seven dominant mo-
lecular descriptors were identified, listed in Table 7 in descending
order based on the absolute value of their weight. Five of the
seven dominant descriptors are activity-enhancing 2D and 21/
2D molecular descriptors that relate to a compound's hydro-
phobicity, and two descriptors are activity-decreasing 4D-FP
molecular descriptors. The descriptors that are activity-enhan-
cing (add to a compound's hERG blocking potential) are MOE
molecular descriptors, while those that are activity-decreasing are
4D-FPs. This finding is at odds with the behavior of SVMmodels
constructed solely fromMOE descriptors that performed poorly
in the prediction of active hERG blocking compounds in a blind
test set.
A discussion of the important molecular descriptors can be

simplified by dividing the descriptors into three categories,
namely: (i) physical properties, logP(o/w) and SlogP_VSA6;
(ii) atom and bond counts, b_ar and a_nCI; and (iii) spatial
shape and size, 4D-FPs that represent nonpolar�nonpolar,
nonpolar�hydrogen bond acceptor, and nonpolor�hydrogen
bond donor interactive pharmacophore elements (atom types).
Physical Property Descriptors. LogP(o/w), the log of the

octanol/water partition coefficient, is the most highly weighted

molecular descriptor and indicates a compound's ability to pass
from aqueous environments through hydrophobic membrane
barriers. As logP(o/w) of a compound increases, the potency of a
compound to be a hERG blocker also significantly increases. The
physical property descriptor SlogP_VSA6 is the summation of
the water accessible van der Waals surface area for atoms whose
contribution to the Crippen�Wildman logP estimate is between
0.2 and 0.25. Increases in the SlogP_VSA6 value indicates that
the number of aromatic halides, aliphatic heteroatoms, and
amines functional groups have increased. Hence, logP(o/w)
and SlogP_VSA6 capture a nearly common physical phenom-
enon, and thus, these two descriptors can be combined. More-
over, a related molecular descriptor, SlogP_VSA7 (aromatic
bridgeheads, quaternary aromatics, CdC aromatics, acids, and
ionized nitrogen atoms functional groups), has been reported to
have a large impact on increasing hERG blockage.42 In compo-
site, these molecular descriptors illustrate that the hydrophobic
properties of a compound have a significant impact on whether
or not the compound has the potential to block the hERG
channel.
Atom Counts and Bond Counts Descriptors. The b_ar

molecular descriptor counts the number of aromatic bonds and
suggests that as the number of aromatic bonds increases for a
compound, there is an increasing likelihood the compound is a
hERG blocker. The b_ar descriptor is related to the logP(o/w),
SlogP_VSA6, and SlogP_VSA7 descriptors since a compound's
hydrophobic nature increases as the number of aromatic bonds
increases. The other atom count molecular descriptor, a_nCl, is
the number of chlorine atoms present in the compound. Aro-
matic chlorines are quite hydrophobic and given the atomistic
definitions of functional groups that contribute to SlogP_VSA6
and thus logP(o/w). The chance of a compound being predicted
as cardiotoxic (hERG active) increases as the number of chlorine
atoms in a compound increases. Song and Clark13 have reported
that lipophilic fragments, such as benzyl and the chloronaphthyl,
increase hERG channel binding. Hence, the identification in this
study of b_ar and a_nCl as key descriptors correlates with Song
and Clark's findings. Interestingly, the individual correlation
coefficients (r) of logP(o/w) versus SlogP_VSA6 (r = 0.28),
logP(o/w) versus b_ar (r = 0.42), and SlogP_VSA6 versus b_ar
(r = 0.18) are not very strong and indicate that these descriptors
are not very intercorrelated and thus provide distinct hydro-
phobic information.
Spatial Shape and Size Descriptors. The 4D-FP descriptors

are classified as spatial shape and size descriptors. There aremany
(np, np) IPE types whose absolute weight is close to 1.0.
Therefore, all of the (np, np) IPE types were included in the
analysis. The IPE eigenvector ε*(np, np) suggests that as the
number of nonpolar atoms in a compound increases so does the
potential for that compound to possess hERG blocking activity.
The two significant 4D-FPs that have negative weights are ε1(np,
hba) and ε4(np, hbd). The smaller the value of the eigenvalue
index, the number x in εx(IPE, IPE), the less is the average
distance separating the IPE pairs. For the ε1(np, hba) 4D-FP, the
eigenvalue index of numerical value one indicates that nonpolar
and hydrogen bond acceptor atoms are as close as possible to one
another, around 3.0 Å. It also implies that the greater the number
of pairs of nonpolar and hydrogen bond acceptors atoms in close
proximity to one another in a compound, the less the propensity
for hERG potency. The corresponding 4D-FP descriptor to
ε1(np, hba) is ε4(np, hbd), and it also decreases the possibility
of a compound being classified as a hERG blocker. ε4(np, hbd)

Table 7. Most Highly Weighted (Significant) Descriptors,
Listed in Descending Order of Their Weights, for the Pre-
diction of hERG Toxicity as Determined by Linear SVM
Modeling

descriptor name weight

logP(o/w) 6.9

b_ar 2.2

a_nCl 1.5

SlogP_VSA6 1.1

ε* (np, np) 1.0

ε1 (np, hba) �0.03

ε4 (np, hbd) �0.43
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represents pairs of nonpolar and hydrogen bond donor atoms
that are, on average, from 3 to 5 Å apart within the compound.
To confirm the significance of a 4D-FP descriptor of a

particular IPE type in a SVM model, 4D-FP descriptors contain-
ing the IPE type were removed in a round-robin fashion from the
trial set of 4D-FP descriptors, and a new SVM model was
constructed using data set 3 as the training set. Table 8 lists
the predicted performance of each SVM model using all of the
MOE descriptors and the reduced set of 4D-FP as a trial
descriptor pool. The model name in the first column indicates
the IPE type of 4D-FP descriptors that were deleted, and the
predicted accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and G-mean are listed
in the second through the fifth columns for the training set and
for the literature test set in the sixth through ninth columns. The
predicted G-mean value is 76% for the literature test set using the
best SVM model constructed employing all of the 4D-FPs and
MOE descriptors as a trial descriptor pool and data set 3. The
G-mean values for the literature test set decrease when the HBA
(G-mean = 73%), PP (G-mean = 74%), and PN (G-mean = 75%)
IPE types are excluded from the 4D-FPs trial descriptor pool.
This decreasing trend of G-mean values indicates that the
molecular information encompassed in these 4D-FPs IPE types
contains important information needed for hERG blockage
classification. 4D-FPs containing these three IPE types are
termed selected 4D-FPs for the remainder of this study.
On the basis of the two reduced descriptor pools, linear MOE

and 4D-FPs and selected 4D-FPs, a series of SVM models were
built by combining, or extending, these descriptor sets. Table 9
has the data set 3 training set and the literature test set accuracy
(acc), sensitivity (sen), specificity (spe), and G-means values for
the best SVM models resulting from each of these combinations
of trial descriptor sets. The linear MOE þ linear 4D-FPs model
correctly classifies compounds as active or inactive hERG block-
ers at a relatively constant level (training set sensitivity = 90% and
specificity = 96%; test set sensitivity = 73%; and specificity = 75%).

The addition of the selected-4D-FPs to the linear MOEþ linear
4D-FPs model reduces the correct classification of active com-
pounds but increases the ability to classify inactive compounds.
With the exception of SVM models constructed from the all
MOE þ selected 4D-FPs trial descriptor pool, the ability of a
SVM model to correctly classify active and inactive compounds
in the training and test sets changes markedly with the trial
descriptor pool used to construct the model. For most of the
combinations of descriptor sets used as trial descriptor pools, the
resultant model's ability to correctly classify inactive (non-hERG
blockers) increased while its ability to classify potential hERG
blockers (the goal of this study) was reduced. The all MOE þ
selected 4D-FPs SVM model matched the active (90%) and
inactive (96%) predictability of the linear MOEþ linear 4D-FPs
SVM model for the training set and surpassed the active (87 vs
74%) classification performance of the test set with a modest
reduction in correctly predicting inactive compounds (74 vs
75%). Overall, the reduced trial descriptors pool consisting of all
of theMOE descriptors and the set of selected 4D-FP descriptors
leads to the construction of a SVM model from data set 3 that is
the best hERG classification SVM model, and this model is
discussed in detail below.
Interpretation of Descriptors and Exploration of the Best

SVM Model. An operational bonus that comes from the molec-
ular descriptors used to construct the SVMmodels along with the
corresponding model analysis is that pharmacophores and
physicochemical properties can be extracted from the SVM
models. The pharmacophores and physicochemical properties,
in turn, can then be used as guidelines to design and refine drug
candidates that should not be hERG active. To effectively
illustrate this capability, a strong hERG blocker and a very
inactive compound have been selected from the PubChem data
set. The compound NCIStruc1_001728, shown in Figure 2 in its
2D chemical structure and 3D (lowest energy conformation)
ball-and-stick rendering, is a potent hERG channel blocker with

Table 8. Prediction Performance Measures for Each Classification Model Constructed from the Reduced Set of 4D-FPs Formed
by the Deleted One Type of IPE

training set percentage (number correct/total number) test set (40 μm cutoff) percentage (number correct/total number)

model accuracy sensitivity specificity G-means accuracy sensitivity specificity G-means

No_HBA 98 (857/876) 86 (25/29) 98 (832/847) 92.0 67 (239/356) 63 (181/287) 84 (58/69) 72.8

No_HBD 95 (828/876) 86 (25/29) 95 (803/847) 90.4 86 (307/356) 88 (253/287) 78 (54/69) 83.1

No_HS 98 (856/876) 90 (26/29) 98 (830/847) 93.7 74 (262/356) 71 (205/287) 83 (57/69) 76.8

No_NP 98 (858/876) 90 (26/29) 98 (832/847) 93.8 74 (262/356) 71 (204/287) 84 (58/69) 77.3

No_PN 97 (850/876) 90 (26/29) 97 (824/847) 93.4 74 (262/356) 72 (208/287) 78 (54/69) 75.3

No_PP 99 (865/876) 90 (26/29) 99 (839/847) 94.2 69 (247/356) 67 (191/287) 81 (56/69) 73.5

Table 9. List of the Prediction Performance Metrics of the SVM Models Constructed from the Different Sets of Descriptors

training result percentage testing result (40 μM) percentage

descriptors acc sen spe G-means acc sen spe G-means

linear MOE þ linear 4D-FPs 96 90 96 92.8 74 73 75 74.3

linear MOE þ linear 4D-FPs þ selected 4D-FPs 96 83 97 89.4 70 68 80 73.6

linear MOE þ all 4D-FPs 97 83 91 89.7 64 57 91 72.2

all MOE þ linear 4D-FPs þ selected 4D-FPs 98 86 99 92.3 67 65 77 70.6

all MOE þ linear 4D-FPs 99 86 99 92.4 67 65 75 70.1

all MOE þ selected 4D-FPs 96 90 96 92.6 87 90 74 81.4
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an experimental end point (HTS derived) of 90%.26 The
important structural features, based upon the descriptors listed
in Table 7, responsible for increasing and decreasing the hERG
blockage potency of the compound, are highlighted. All structur-
al features colored red in Figure 2 represent a constructive
descriptor term (see Table 7) and an increase in hERG activity,
while structural features colored blue indicate the destructive
descriptors. The shade of red or blue of the structural feature
indicates the weight, or significance, of the corresponding
descriptor term. The darker the shading, the more influence
the descriptor of the structural feature imparts based on the SVM
model weightings.
Although the molecular descriptor logP(o/w) cannot be

directly represented as part of the structure, this physical
property (hydrophobicity) is similar to that of the descriptor
SlogP_VSA6. Thus, the physical characteristics/properties of
logP(o/w) and SlogP_VSA6 have been merged together in their
portrayal in Figure 2. SlogP_VSA6 defines that portion of the
solvent accessible surface area (calculated from a graphical
representation of the compound where the surface area is based
on the van der Waals radii of the atoms) where the SlogP
contribution values of the atoms are between 0.20 and 0.25. This
area roughly corresponds to the effective solvent accessible

surface area from all of the nonpolar atoms within a compound.
The red dots in Figure 2 depict this nonpolar solvent accessible
surface area of the molecule, and these regions significantly
increase hERG affinity.
The through-space distances between carbon atoms (nonpolar)

and nitrogen atoms (hydrogen bond acceptors) for atom pairs
#5 and #9, #5 and #10, #15 and #13, and #17 and #13 are
approximately 2 Å apart. These atomic distances and interactions
are embodied in the negative descriptor, ε1(np, hba), which
reduces hERG affinity (Table 7), and are correspondingly
colored blue.
NCIStruc1_001728 has 16 aromatic bonds from the three

aromatic rings. These bonds are colored red and pink and
contribute to a significant positive descriptor term b_ar
(Table 7). NCIStruc1_001728 also has many nonpolar atoms,
including atoms #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #15, and #17, which are in
close proximity to one another and satisfy the least significant
positive descriptor, ε*(np, np). Because atoms #2, #3, #4, #5, #6,
#7, and #15 are part of two constructive descriptors, ε*(np, np)
and b_ar, these atoms are colored in red, while atoms that only
represent one hERG blocking descriptor are colored pink.
NCIStruc1_001728 also contains a chlorine atom (atom #1),
and on the basis of the importance of the number of chlorine
atoms that a compound possesses, molecular descriptor a_nCl
increases the possibility of hERG binding. Thus, it is no surprise

Figure 3. NSC17245 (2D depiction and lowest energy conformation).
The structural features, based upon the descriptors given in Table 6,
which contribute to decreasing hERG activity, are portrayed in different
shades of blue to reflect their relative importance with dark blue,
indicating the most highly weighted feature. The red dots define the
surface regions contributed by the nonpolar atoms, and the numbers
along the yellow dotted lines indicate the distances between the specified
pairs of atoms. Atoms of particular significance are highlighted with
green numbers. Atoms #9, #10, #13, #15, #24, #25, #26, and #27 define
structural features that modestly contribute to increasing hERG binding
affinity and, for this reason, are colored red.

Figure 2. NCIStruc1_001728 (2D depiction and lowest energy con-
formation). The structural features, based upon the descriptors given in
Table 6, which contribute to increasing hERG blockage, are shown in
red. These descriptors that increase hERG activity are portrayed in
different shades of red to reflect their relative importance with dark red
representing the most significant descriptor. The red dots depict the
surface regions of the nonpolar atoms. The numbers along the yellow
dotted line indicate interactions between specified pairs of atoms. Atoms
of particular significance are highlighted with green numbers.
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that NCIStruc1_001728 is predicted by this study's best SVM
model to be a potent hERG channel blocker due to its rich
possession of molecular features corresponding to the descrip-
tors [b_ar, n_aCl, SlogP_VSA6, and ε*(np, np)] that contribute
significantly and positively to the compound's affinity to the
hERG channel.
NSC17245, shown in Figure 3 in an identical fashion to the

renderings in Figure 2, is considered to be an inactive compound
having a hERG blockage percentage of only 2% based on
PubChem HTS screening data. NSC17245 has four hydrogen
bond acceptor atoms (atoms #1, #20, #21, and #23) and two
hydrogen bond donor atoms (atoms #12 and #20). This inactive
compound has no aromatic bonds. Thus, most of the atoms
within rings are classified as nonpolar atoms except for those
bonded to oxygen atoms. There are many nonpolar atoms in
close proximity to one another (#10, #11, #14, #16, #25, #26, #27,
and #28), thus satisfying the least significant (see Table 7)
constructive descriptor, ε*(np, np), and are colored pink. The
remaining nonpolar atoms contribute to the negative descriptors,
ε1(np, hba) and ε4(np, hbd), and are consequently colored blue.
In particular, the oxygen atoms (#1, #22, and #23) are in close
proximity to the carbons atoms (#2, #6, and #24). These distance
features, associated with the ε1(np, hba) descriptor, are indicated
by yellow dotted lines and diminish the predicted hERG binding
affinity of the molecule. Furthermore, many nonpolar atoms of
NSC17245 are 3�5 Å away from two oxygen atoms (#12 and
#20) and satisfy the descriptor ε4(np, hbd) that further reduces
the compound's hERG blocking potential. There are two sets of
nonpolar�hydrogen bond donor atom-pair interactions: One
interaction is between the oxygen atom #12 and the nonpolar

atoms #3, #4, #5, #7, #8, #9, #15, #17, and #18, and the other is
between the oxygen atom #20 and the nonpolar atoms #8, #12,
and #17. These molecular features are the sources of the primary
contribution to the most significant negative descriptor, ε4(np,
hbd), and are also shown in yellow as dotted line interaction
distances.
There are two impact levels of structural features having

decreasing effects on the predicted hERG binding potency. They
are correspondingly colored, based on significance, as light blue for
features related to ε1(np, hba), and dark blue for those structural
features associated with the ε4(np, hbd) descriptor; shown in
Figure 3. The large contributions of these two descriptors to
reduce NSC17245's hERG blocking potential can also be inferred
from Figures 2 and 3 by the relatively small nonpolar surface area
for NSC17245 as compared to NCIStruc1_001728. Structural
features that decrease hERG activity are dominant in NSC17245,
and thus, this compound is not a hERG blocker.
The best SVMmodel was built using all of theMOEmolecular

descriptors and selected 4D-FP molecular descriptors applied to
the compounds that form data set 3. For the 876 compound
training set, 27 of 29 active compounds were correctly classified,
and 815 compounds of 847 nonblockers were correctly categor-
ized. Only two of the 29 active compounds from the PubChem
data set, NSC7814 and Fentichlor, were misclassified. Interest-
ingly, NSC7814, depicted in Figure 4, was also misclassified in
our previous study.18 This compound is only weakly active and
possesses structural features—based on the descriptors given in
Table 7—that should reduce hERG potency. These structural
features include hydrophilic groups (benzenesulfonyl, hydroxide
groups, and amine functional groups) that are chemical frag-
ments associated with non-hERG blocking compounds. The
other misclassified compound, Fentichlor, is also a weakly active
hERG blocking compound and contains two hydrogen bond
donors, two hydrogen bond acceptors, andmany nonpolar atoms
in aromatic rings that, collectively, increase the values of descrip-
tors ε1(np, hba) and ε4(np, hbd), which, in turn, should
diminish hERG blockage as suggested in our current and
previous18 studies. Hence, the optimal SVM model of this study
predicts that Fentichlor is a non-hERG blocking compound.
For the inactive compounds, 32 of the 847 data set 3

compounds are misclassified as active hERG blockers by the
best SVMmodel. Across the 32misclassified compounds, there is

Figure 4. Chemical structures of two weak hERG binders from the
PubChem training set that were misclassified by the best SVM model
constructed in this study.

Figure 5. Four examples of hERG nonblockers in the PubChem test set that aremisclassified by the best SVMmodel of this study yet contain significant
hERG binding features based upon the model.
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an average of eight aromatic bonds per compound, and only
seven of the misclassified compounds do not have any aromatic
bonds. This study has found that the number of aromatic bonds
in a compound is a molecular feature often associated with hERG
binding affinity. Thus, it is possible that these 32 compounds are,
in fact, weak hERG blockers. Four examples of false positive
predictions for compounds containing a large number of aro-
matic bonds are shown in Figure 5. In addition to a significant

number of the bonds being aromatic in these four compounds,
they also contain tertiary amino, benzyl, and hydrophobic
groups. These functional groups have been implicated as im-
portant features for hERG channel blocking.13

For the literature test set of 356 compounds (287 hERG
blockers and 69 non-hERG blockers), 30 false positive predic-
tions are made by the best SVM model. To better understand
why Naringenin, one of the false positive compounds, is incor-
rectly classified as an active hERG-blocker, its molecular features
have been explored and indicated as either aiding or preventing
hERG blockage. Naringenin contains three hydrogen bond
acceptors, two hydrogen bond donors, and two aromatic rings
resulting in a large set of atom pairs between np and hbd/hba IPE
types. Naringenin is shown in Figure 6. The yellow dotted line
indicates that one nonpolar atom and one hydrogen bond donor
atom are 3�5 Å apart, while the white dotted line represents one
nonpolar atom and one hydrogen bond acceptor atom that are
packed closely together. Overall, Naringenin contains a signifi-
cant number of structural features that specifically contribute to
both ε1(np, hba) and ε4(np, hbd), which lead to the classifica-
tion as an inactive hERG blocker using the best SVM model.
For the non-hERG blockers, 18 out of 69 compounds were

misclassified as hERG binders (false positives) using the best
SVM model. Among the 18 misclassified compounds, the
average number of aromatic bonds per compound is approxi-
mately 11, and three of these compounds also have chlorine
atoms, which increases the likelihood of a compound binding to
the hERG channel; see Table 7. Most of these 18 outliers also
contain nitrogen atoms that are part of piperazine, tertiary amino,
benzyl, and/or hydrophobic functional group, which are molec-
ular fragments that have been suggested as important features for
active hERG compounds.13Moreover, these 18 compounds have
an average IC50 value of 105 μM, suggesting that they may, in
fact, be weak hERG blockers. Four of these misclassified com-
pounds contain functional groups that are typically associated
with hERG blockage and are shown in Figure 7.
Model Comparisons. To further substantiate the overall

quality of the best hERG classification model of this study, 10
published in silico studies of hERG classification, employing
different methodologies, have been compared to the best SVM

Figure 6. Example of the hERGblockers in the literature test set that are
misclassified by the best SVMmodel of this study yet contain significant
structural features corresponding to decreasing hERG binding. Among
these features are hydrogen bond donor or acceptor groups at critical
distances from nonpolar (np) atoms. The dotted lines indicate the
separation distances between these pairs of atoms.

Figure 7. Four examples of hERG nonblockers of the literature test set that are misclassified by the best hERG binding SVM model of this study and
contain significant structural features associated with hERG binding (see text).
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model of this study. The different hERG models considered in
this comparison analysis are summarized in Table 10. The first
column of Table 10 describes each of the modeling methodol-
ogies, the second column contains the predicted accuracy of
training set with the number of training set compounds in
parentheses, and the last column has the predicted accuracy of
that test set with the number of test set compounds also given in
parentheses. The optimal SVMmodel reported within this study
has been placed in the first row of Table 10. The 10 comparison
studies are listed in ascending order based on the number of
compounds in each training set. The second through fifth studies
of Table 10 have good training set accuracy, but these models are
based upon relatively small training sets. The sizes of the training

sets for the four models listed in rows six through nine are all
similar. Across these four studies, the overall accuracy of the
training set is slightly less than the accuracy of the best SVM
model from this study. The binary QSAR and supervised neural
network models both lack sufficiently large test sets to permit a
comprehensive validation of their respective predictive perfor-
mances. The overall accuracies of the last four models, and their
corresponding methodologies, in Table 10 are comparable to the
best SVM model of this study (row 1) for both training and test
sets. The molecular similarity-based hERG study is based upon a
training set covering a quite limited chemical space. Additionally,
it is not clear from the Nisius and Goller study25 which fitting
protocols were applied and what is the accuracy of the reported
classifications (the accuracy of this strategy is limited to the chemical
space of the applied training set). The SVM study using GRIND
descriptors was applied to a large in-house training set, but the test
set has a lower accuracy, by approximately 14%, than the best SVM
model presented in this study. It would appear that the combination
of 4D-FPs and MOE molecular descriptors may provide a more
robust set ofmolecular information than do theGRINDdescriptors.
The best SVM model of this study possesses better accuracy

values for both the training and the test sets when compared to
our previous GFA binary QSAR model. The SVM training set
was the GFA's test set, and the GFA's training set was the SVM's
test set. However, for the equivalent literature data set (the SVM
test set), the SVM prediction accuracy is slightly higher than that
of the GFA study. Thus, overall, the accuracy of the SVM model
of this study is comparable to the GFA model.
The last model listed in Table 10 used atom descriptors49 to

construct a SVMmodel that was applied to an in-house training set
of 977 compounds. The receiver operating characteristic, ROC,
accuracy50 of this SVM classification is 92%, which is comparable to
the SVM model of this study. However, the external validation test
set used in for the last model listed in Table 10 only contained 66
compounds, while the 977 training set compoundswere divided into
subsets with active to inactive ratios of 9:1, 1:1, and 1:9 for the
training and test sets. Overall, the performance of the best SVM
model of this study is slightly better than that of the SVM model
constructed with atom descriptors (the last entry in Table 10).

’CONCLUSIONS

The robust predictive performance of the best hERG blocking
classification SVM model found in this study derives from our
ability to accommodate the high-throughput imbalance of in-
active versus active compounds found in current hERG data sets,
and the universality of the molecular descriptors employed.
However, the most novel aspect of this SVM model, as well as
the GFA model that we previously reported for hERG classifica-
tion, is the capacity to portray the key descriptors as 3D
molecular features that contribute to both increasing and de-
creasing hERG potency. This ability to structurally characterize
the key molecular features permits an investigator to readily view
and access hERG features in a trial drug candidate.

Various molecular filter protocols were designed using Lipinski's
rule-of-five and logP values to focus and balance the numbers of
active and inactive hERG compounds comprising trial training sets.
The most obvious way to manage a considerably large (more than
10 000 compounds) and imbalanced data set is to retain all of the
minority compounds and filter the majority compounds. Unfortu-
nately, this protocol did not work for the data sets investigated in
this study. The best SVM model found in this work was based on

Table 10. Listing of the Comparisons in Performance of
Several hERG Models Including the Best SVMModel of This
Study, Which Is Given in Row 1

modeling

methodology

accuracy of training set

predictions (number of

compounds)

accuracy of testing set

predictions (number of

compounds)

SVM of this

study

96% (876) 87% (356)

PLS

(traditional

and

hologram

QSAR)23

83�87 (55) 83% (95)

shape

signatures21
69�73% (83) 85�95% (21)

fragment-

based—

evolutionary

algorithm20

87�89% (70�100) 85�90% (22�24)

recursive

partition22
96% (100) 93�96% (55)

binary QSAR

model42
83�87% (150�223) 78�86% (58)

supervised

neural

network10

93% (244) 82% (72)

similarity-

based

method25

76% (275) 80% (500a)

GFA binary

QSAR

model (40

μM cutoff)18

86% (356) 83% (876)

SVM with

GRIND

descriptors24

70�86%a (495) 73% (1877)

SVM with

atom

descriptors14

92%: ROCb (977) 94% (66)

aThe reported methods contains linear and nonlinear models at
different threshold values; 86% accuracy is for the linear SVM model
at a 1 μM threshold, and 72% is an approximate overall accuracy of the
nonlinear SVM model at a 30 μM threshold since the precise values are
not stated in the reference. bROC, receiver operating characteristic.
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filtering the entire data set using Lipinski's rule-of-five and logP. To
avoid the problem of overfitting when constructing the SVM
model, the linear SVM modeling and deletion procedure was
applied to reduce the size of the trial descriptor pool. The optimal
reduced trial descriptor pool contains all of the MOE descriptors,
but only a selected set of 4D-FP descriptors, which, in turn,
indicates that a methodically chosen reduced trial descriptor pool
provides a preferred approach tomaximize the correct classification
of compounds for hERG toxicity.

Seven key descriptors consisting of four MOE and three
4D-FP descriptors were found for the optimum GFA binary
hERG QSAR classification model. The GFA binary hERG
classification model is comparable in predictive performance to
the best SVM model developed in the present study. The
significance of these seven key descriptors has been further
confirmed in this current study by the construction of a SVM
binary hERG classification model, using only these seven de-
scriptors, which is able to outperform other models created with
significantly larger descriptor pools.

Application of the linear SVM methodology in this study
revealed six additional key descriptors governing hERG blocking
potency that can easily be interpreted, and visually represented,
for training and test set compounds. Increasing the hydropho-
bicity of a compound is the most vital molecular property for
increasing the hERG potency of a compound, and the logP and
SlogP_VSA6 descriptors best capture this molecular property.
The number of nonpolar atoms, the number of aromatic bonds
and the number of chlorine atoms are also identified as positive
features to increase hERG-blocking potency. Only two descrip-
tors are found to be significant to decrease the hERG-blocking
ability of compounds, namely, ε*(np, np) and ε1(np, hba).

What cannot be discerned from the SVMmodels developed in
this study, as well as from virtually all previous hERG models
based upon structurally diverse training sets, is whether or not the
descriptors in the models are capturing one, or more, mechan-
isms of action (e.g., modes of binding to the hERG channel).
This nondiscriminatory limitation, with respect to mechanism of
action, is an inherent drawback to building QSAR models from
noncongeneric data sets.
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